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on August 26, 1986, a reactor trip and safety injection were initiated
by the spurious actuation of bistables and contacts resulting from a
voltage spike on the 2C Vital Instrument Bus. Following the reactor
trip and safety injection, a " loss of offsite power" signal was
received. The reactor trip / safety injection was caused by a
technician inadvertently shorting the "2C" Vital Instrument Bus during
troubleshooting. The " loss of offsite power" signal was apparently
the result of a sustained undervoltage condition on the Station Power
Transformers (SPT's). The undervoltage condition was apparently
caused by the transfer of the group busses from the Auxiliary Power
Transformer to the SPT's and aggravated by multiple transfers between
the Station Power Transformers. Investigations are continuing as to
the cause of the multiple transfers between the SPT's. Both Units (1
& 2) are being operated at reduced power since the load on the
electrical distribution system for Salem Generatiing Station may havet

contributed to the sustained undervoltage condition. A transient
analysis of the electrical distribution system for. Salem Generating
Station is being conducted. The reactor trip and safety injection are
reportable in accordance with 10CFR 50.73(a) (2) (iv) and Technical
Specification 3.5.2 (Action b), respectively.
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Westinghouse - Pressurized Water Reactor

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in
the text as {xx}

IDENTIEIC&TIQW QE.QCCURRENCEL

Reactor Trip / Safety Injection From 100% Power Due To False Signal and
Loss of Offsite Power Indication

Event Date: 8/26/86

Report Date: 9/25/86

This report was initiated by Incident Report No. 86-277

CQNQIIIQME_ERIQE.TQ.QCCUEEENCEL

Mode 1 - Reactor Power 100% - Load 1100 MWe

QESCRIETIQW QE_QCCHERENCEL

On August.26, 1986 at 0824 hours, during routine power operation, a
reactor trip and safety injection occurred. The reactor trip
occurred after an open indication on 23 Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker
(with P-8; reactor power above 36%) was received. The safety
injection was the result of a combination of Nos. 22 and 23 Steamline
Low Pressure bistables and High Steamline Flow bistables tripping.
At the time of the trip, Maintenance (I&C) personnel were
troubleshooting for problems associated with No. 22 Steam Generator
Level Channel III in the Solid State Protection System (SSPS) {JC}
Input Bay Relay Cabinet.

'Following the reactor trip and safety injection, a " loss of offsite
power" signal was received by the Safeguards Equipment Controller
subsequent to the simultaneous starting of all safeguards equipment
onto the vital busses.

During this event, a service water leak from No. 23 Containment Fan
Coil Unit motor cooler occurred within Containment. A discussion of
this leakage is contained within PSE&G Unit 2 Special Report 86-8.

The Unit was stabilized in Mode 3 (Hot Standby), and at 0856 hours,
in accordance with the requirements of the Code of Federal
Regulations,10CFR 50.72(b) (2) (ii) , the Commission was notified of
the automatic actuation of the Reactor Protection System {JC},
actuation of the Emergency Core Cooling System {JE}, and loading of
2A and 2C Diesel Generators onto their respective vital busses {VJ}
due to the loss of offsite power signal.
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During troubleshooting of No. 22 Steam Generator Water Level Channel
III, the I&C technician inadvertently shorted the "C" Vital
Instrument Bus. This caused an electical spike which generated a
false No. 23 Reactor Coolant Pump Breaker Open signal resulting in a
Reactor Coolant Low Flow Alarm and a reactor trip. The electrical
spike also caused Nos. 22 and 23 Steamline Low Pressure bistables to
trip. Following the reactor trip, Nos. 21 through 24 High Steamline
Flow bistables tripped which satisfied the coincidence required for
safety injection (High Steamline Flow with Steamline Low Pressure).
This was the seventh safety injection actuation cycle to date.

A similar event occurred on 2C Vital Instrument Bus on October 7,
1985 (reference LER 311/85-022-00). Troubleshooting of the bus, at
that time, also resulted in a Reactor Trip / Safety Injection.
However, the cause of that event.was attributed to the vital bus
receptacle leads being reversed (not personnel error). A technician
inserted the test leads of a frequency counter into a vital bus
receptacle (to obtain a frequency measurement), which caused a
voltage spike. The frequency counter was plugged into a lighting
receptacle for power, and due to the wiring difference (polarity)
between the vital and non-vital receptacles, the vital bus hot lead
was shorted to ground via the counter.

With the initiation of safety injection, all safeguard loads were
started on the vital buses, Phase A Containment Isolation was
accomplished. Steamline Isolation was initiated'and successfully
completed due to the High Steamline Flow and Low Steamline pressure
signals. Also, all Auxiliary Feedwater Pumps {BA} provided fl~ow to
all the Steam Generators as per plant design. Thirty (30) seconds
after the trip, the Main Generator output breakers opened and the
non-vital 4KV Busses transferred from the Auxiliary Power Transformer
(APT) to the Station Power Transformers (SPT's). No. 22 Steam
Generator Feed Pump (SGFP) tripped on Feedwater Isolation (due to
safety ~ injection). However, No. 21 SGFP did not trip automatically
(as is required) and was tripped manually.

After safety injection initiation, the following sequence of events
occur within a sixteen (16) second time frame: No. 2A Vital 4KV Bus
experiences an undervoltage condition and a transfer from No. 22 SPT
to No. 21 SPT is completed (No. 2A Vital 4KV Bus recovered,
indicating the successful transfer); No. 2B Vital 4KV Bus experiences
an undervoltage condition and a transfer is successfully completed
(via indication of No. 2B Vital 4KV Bus recovery) from No. 21 SPT to
No. 22 SPT; No. 2A Vital 4KV Bus experiences an undervoltage
condition and a transfer from 21 SPT to 22 SPT is initiated (no
confirmation on a successful transfer); 2B Vital 4KV Bus experiences
an undervoltage condition and a transfer is initiated from 22 SPT to
21 SPT is initiated (no confirmation of successful transfer); No. 2C

. - -
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Vital 4KV Bus experiences an undervoltage condition and a transfer is
initiated from No. 22 SPT to No. 21 SPT (successful transfer
indicated); Safeguards Equipment Controller initiates Mode III
Operation (Safety Injection Plus Loss of Offsite Power) and all three
Vital 4KV Busses are de-energized and stripped; and Nos. 2A and 2C
Vital 4KV Busses recover with the successful loading of Nos. 2A and
2C Diesel Generators, respectively. No. 2B Vital Bus remained
de-energized due to 2B Diesel Generator being out of service for
maintenance.

The " loss of offsite power" signal was apparently the result of a
sustained undervoltage condition (91.0% of total load voltage on an
SPT for greater than or equal to 13 seconds) as sensed by two out of
three (2/3) Vital Busses (2A and 2B). The block loading of
safeguards equipment onto the vital busses contributed to the
undervoltage condition. A study (prepared by PSE&G in 1981) was
reviewed for the NRC by EG&G on the adequacy of the Salem station
(both Units) electric distribution system voltages. The study
concluded that the electrical distribution system was adequate to
handle the electrical load (without shedding it) involving a
transient which included a LOCA on one Unit and a trip on the other
Unit during a degraded 500KV system voltage reduction of
approximately 0.978 per Unit coincident with one of the 500/13KV
transformers being out of service. This type transient would result
in the worst case sustained undervoltage condition which can be
expected. Since the completion / approval of that study in 1981,
additional electrical loads have been added to the Salem Station
electrical distribution system. These loads include upgraded
Condensate Pumps, the addition of the Non-Radioactive Waste Basin,
temporary power being provided to the No. 11 Condensate Pump from 2H
Vital Bus, ... etc. When these loads were added, a static analysis
of their effect on the system was performed which showed the system
to be more than adequate to handle the additional load. However, the
1981 transient analysis to account for higher startup currents was
never updated to account for the additional loads.

The root cause of the reactor trip / safety injection is attributed to
personnel error. The root cause of the " loss of offsite power"
signal is under investigation. The analysis of consequences for ,

additional load placement on the electrical distribution system
during transient conditions, not being specifically. identified during
preparation or review / approval of major design change work, may have
contributed to the " loss of offsite power" signal. Precautions have
been taken to ensure that both Unit 1 and Unit 2 are continued to be
operated safely (reference Corrective Actions Section).
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The voltage transient on the 2C Vital Instrument Bus resulted in-
numerous coincident bistable'and contact actuations. The contact
associated with No. 23 Reactor Coolant Pump breaker position
actuated. With the logic for this trip being "one out of four" when
the Unit is operated above permissive P-8 (36% power) and the Unit
operating at 100% power, the reactor tripped. This trip is an
anticipatory trip for a pending loss of flow or reduced Reactor
Coolant System {AB} flow condition. The P-4 interlock, which is
actuated when the reactor trip' breakers open, resets the high steam
flow setpoint for safety injection to the no-load value. This causes
the High Steam Flow bistables to actuate until actual steam flow
decreases to below approximately 40%. This occurs rapidly following
a normal trip. However, in this instance, due to the voltage
transient on 2C Vital Instrument Bus, the low steamline pressure

'bistables for Nos. 22 and 23 Steam Generators were actuated (Channel
III for both Steam Generators are fed from 2C Vital Instrument Bus).
Therefore, the combination of a high steam flow (greater than 40%),
which is normal following a full' power trip, in conjunction with an
indicated low steam generator pressure on two steam generators
satisfied the logic for initiation of safety injection and main steam
line' isolation. The reactor trip, safety injection and steam line
isolation were initiated as a direct result of the voltage transient
on 2C Vital Instrument Bus. All equipment and systems with the
exception of 2B Diesel Generator (which was out of service for
maintenance) responded properly to the " indicated" loss of Reactor
Coolant System {AB} flow and steamline rupture. All safeguards
. equipment started simultaneously on the vital busses as per design.

Subsequent to the initial transient, when the main generator breakers
opened (approximately 30 seconds after the reactor trip), the group
busses transferred from the APT to the SPT's (off-site. power) as per
design. This transfer, coupled with the starting of the safeguards
equipment and aggravated by multiple transfers between Nos. 21 and 22
SPT's, resulted in a sustained undervoltage condition on the SPT's
which was sensed ~on the vital busses by the Safeguards Equipment
Control (SEC). This undervoltage condition was interpreted by the

i SEC as a loss of off-site power. Therefore, the SEC properly
upgraded its' mode of operation from Mode I (Safety Injection) to Mode
III (Safety Injection plus loss of off-site power) resulting in the
stripping of all vital bus' loads and the sequencing of the safety
injection loads onto the Diesel Generators. No. 2B Vital Bus
remained de-energized because 2B Diesel Generator was out of
service. Therefore, equipment powered from the 2B Vital Bus, which
had previously started on the safety injection, did not restart. The
design of the safeguards systems is such that two (2) energized 4KV
Vital Busses are sufficient to provide the minimum safeguards
equipment required to mitigate any accident or transient. The Mode
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III loading of the Diesel Generators also removes the Component
Cooling Water Pumps {CC} from service. Therefore, the operator
properly stopped all reactor coolant pumps within five '(5) minutes to.
prevent motor damage, from the loss of component cooling water. Core
cooling requirements were met by injection flow and natural
circulation cooling, as per design.

No. 21 SGFP failure to trip on feedwater isolation did not prove
significant to the mitigation of the transient. Feedwater isolation
was successfully accomplished by the closure of the Steam Generator
Feedwat'er Isolation Valves, Steam Generator Feedwater Control Valves,
and Steam Generator Feedwater Control Bypass Valves (BF13, BF19 and i

BF40 valves, respectively). Also, the Main Steam Isolation Valves
(MSIV's) had been closed establishing main steam isolation. The
operator properly tripped the pump when it was evident it did not
trip automatically. Feedwater isolation is required during a
steamline rupture to prevent excessive cooldown of the Reactor
Coolant System via a faulted steam generator.

The loss of 2B Vital Bus, subsequent to the initial safety injection,
resulted in the loss of power to various motor operated valves in
addition to the other safeguards equipment. The valves had assumed
their safeguards position on the initial safety injection signal but
could not be returned to their normal position following the
resetting of.the safety injection, without local manual operation
(until power was restored to 2B Vital Bus). Also, the Charging Pumps
could not be stopped due to the need to supply a cooling flow to the
Reactor Coolant Pump seals (there was no component cooling water flow
to the seals). This caused pressurizer level to continue to
increase, resulting in Reactor Coolant System pressure increase with
continued cycling of the Pressurizer Power Operated Relief ~ Valve
(PORV), 2PRl. The inability to reduce Reactor Coolant System
pressure was complicated by the fact 2CV68 (Charging Isolation Valve)
is also powered from.2B Vital Bus and was closed as part of the
safeguards alignment. Therefore, the operators could not initiate
Auxiliary Pressurizer Spray from the Charging System {CB}. Normal

I Pressurizer Spray was not available because the Reactor Coolant Pumps
had been stopped due to the loss of Component Cooling Hater.,

CQBBECTIVE_8CTION1

1. No. 21 SGFP was tested after the trip to determine the reason it
did not trip as requi.2d after initiation of the safety
injection. It tripped during testing within the required time
frame. No cause could be found for it not tripping.
Investigation of this random failure is continuing.

I
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2. This event was reviewed,.in detail, with Maintenance-I&C
Technicians'to stress the importance of careful work, especially
when working on safety related equipment.

3. A description of the events described in this report was
provided to PSE&G management detal._ng the cause of the event
and'the reason why both Units are .'.w operating at reduced
power.

4. A PSELG Safety Evaluation (No. S-C-E130-NSE-0458-1) was issued
which details the justification for the continued operation of
Unit 1 and Unit 2 due to the " loss of offsite power" signal
experienced.

5. Recommendations have been made to the Westinghouse Owners Group
to review the Emergency Response Guides (ERG's) to clearly
provide guidance involving safety injection or loss of off-site
power actuation with subsequent automatic actuations (e.g.,
termination of safety injection when a loss of power to a
safeguards bus occurs subsequent'to the initiation'of safety
injection).

6. A task force was initiated to review Operations Department
personnel interviews, the Emergency Operating Procedures (EOP's)
and the Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency Response Guidelines
(ERG's). Recommendations of the task group which are being
evaluated include:

a. Upgrade of the power supply to the Radiation Monitoring
System (RMS) Computer on Unit 2 so that when vital busses
are de-energized and restored various reactivation channel
displays do not go to "No Scan".

b. An evaluation to' improve data collection within the Control
Room will be performed. This evaluation will include a
determination for the need for:

1) a " Red First Out" lock-in for a safety injection (if
it comes in subsequent to a reactor trip);

2) limit switch inputs to the Auxiliary Alarm System for
safety system valves so another source can be
available to verify valve position when a vital bus is
lost (i.e., 2B Vital Bus was lost as a result of the
" loss of offsite power" signal which rendered many
valve position indications in the Control Room
inoperable);

. _ _ - . - - .
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3) improvement of the reliability of the P-250 Alarm
Typewriter and Auxiliary Alarm Typewriter systems
(both typewriters had failed for a short period of
time during the event and important data were lost);

4) installation of a mechanism to ascertain if a steam
generator safety lifts (e.g., accoustic monitors,
limit switches, ... etc.);

5) addition of inputs to the Sequence of Events or.
Auxiliary Alarm Systems to readily identify a " Mode
Op" occurrence on the SEC, and to add an overhead
alarm to more rapidly bring it to the attention of the
operators;

6) improvement of the legends on the Auxiliary
Annunciator and P-250 Computer; and

7) addition of a pump " START" and "STOP" indication on
the Auxiliary Alarm System for all safety related
pumps which will aid in scenario re-creation.

7. Completed corrective action, associated with the " loss of
offsite power" signal, include:

a. operation of both Salem Units 1 & 2 at a reduced power
level pending completion of transient stability analysis
for the electrical loading of_the station electrical
distribution system;

b. reduction of the station electrical bus loadings to a level
consistent with the loads used in the Salem degraded grid
voltage study completed in 1981 (reference PSE&G Safety
Evaluation S-C-E130-NSE-0458-1);

c. revision of the applicable Operations procedures to
administrative 1y control equipment removed from service in
support of the reduced bus level criteria; and

d. development of a procedure or equipment history card to
record activation and reset of vital bus and group bus
breaker relay flags.

8. Long term corrective actions, associated with the " loss of
offsite power" signal which are being evaluated include:

a. completion of a comprehensive design analysis of the Salem
Station electrical distribution system including a
transient loading analysis;
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b. completion of an analysis of the present protective
relaying scheme to determine the root cause of the multiple
bus transfer ~ phenomena and establish changes to preclude
recurrence;

c. completion of an investigation of the feasibility of
upgrading the Station Power Transformer and the associated ;

cabling in order to operate these transformers with the
Units at full power;

d. replacement of the 91% relays during the Unit 2 fourth
refueling outage-(i.e., Design Change Request 2EC-2228);

e. replacement of the transient data recorder for both Units
(i.e., data was not recorded on this equipment during this
entire event);

f. addition of 4KV breaker positions to the Sequence of Events
printout; and

g. completion of a design change to print the state of the
undervoltage relays to the Auxiliary Annunciator System or
to the Sequence of Events typewriter.

9. Updates to long term corrective actions 7.a and 7.b are provided
to the NRC every thirty (30) days.

Following final evaluation and completion of corrective actions, a
supplemental LER will be issued.

EOST_SSERTY_IUJCCTIQU_ DST 61

Initial Pressurizer Level 50%

Final Pressurizer Level 40%

Initial Pressurizer Pressure 2240 psig

Final Pressurizer Pressure 2240 psig

Initial Average Reactor Coolant Temperature 5690F

j Final Average Reactor Coolant Temperature 5470F
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Refueling Water Storage Tank Temperature 81.70F

Duration of Safety Injection 21 minutes
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Public Service Electric and Gas Company P.O. Box E Hancocks Bridge. New Jersey 08038

Salem Generating Station

September 25, 1986

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

SALEM GENERATING STATION
LICENSE NO. DPR-75
DOCKET NO. 50-311
UNIT NO. 2
LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 86-007-00

This Licensee Event Report is being submitted pursuant to the
requirements of 10CFR 50.73(a)(2)(iv), required within thirty (30)
days and Technical Specification 3.5.2 (Action b), required within
ninety days of discovery.

Sincerely yours,

J.M. Zupko, Jr.
General Manager-
Salem Operations
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